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The pool and spa
lights can be
positioned just 4 in
from water level perfect for steps,
beach entries and
fountains.
The 1.5-inch
Accent lights
provide lowprofile, total color
coordination of all
water environments
and complete
synchronization
with all Universal
ColorLogic lights.
Hayward Universal
ColorLogic® color LED lighting
will transform your customers'
outdoor environments.
Available in multiple cable
lengths and different sizes, they
are the only UL-listed lights to
retrofit virtually any existing
pool and spa with vibrant color.
100% brighter than any other
light on the market, these
energy-efficient, lights deliver
spectacular color with
installation versatility for new
pools, spas and fountains.

With
the addition of the
new OmniDirect™
Mode, ColorLogic®
LED lights are
optimized for use
with Hayward
OmniLogic® and
OmniHub™ automation
systems and the new highly
rated Omni™ app. Features of
the new OmniDirect™ mode
include faster navigation to the
desired color or light shows
without cycling, dimming
capabilities and access to 10
additional color options.

Value Priced Pumps

The HCP 3600 Series pump
from Hayward Commercial
Aquatics ships from the
Hayward factory in Spain.

This powerful, light weight
pump is made from glass-fibre
filled engineered thermoplastic
polymer and is suitable for salt
and sea water applications. The
included 75mm unions make it
easy to install. The Twist Lock
lid with transparent cover
makes maintenance convenient.
The pump has a TEFC motor
with three phase options that
are IE3 compliant.
The pump is available in rated
capacities of 2.5Hp, 3Hp and
3.5Hp suitable for larger pools,
water features and spas.
Currently available in 50Hz
only.

PARAMOUNT

UltraUV2™
ULTRAVIOLET WATER SANITIZER

-Safe and Eco-Friendly
The UltraUV2™
is easy to install
in new and
existing pools
with multidirectional piping
connections.

Water circulates
through the
chamber and the
UV-C lamp
immediately
inactivates
99.9% of microorganisms such
as crypto, giardia and algae
which are resistant to chlorine.

Hayward pumps and filters
share a similar format for serial
numbers which indicate the
production factory and the
month and year of production.
In the case of
pumps,
customers
wrongly
provide the
serial number
from the
pump motor
label which is related to the
motor details.

The serial number for pumps is
on the black and silver/white
label affixed to the wet end part
of the pump.
The same product ID
information is also
located on the printed
label on the outside of
the packaging.

FILTER SERIAL #:
Filter manufactured 2015
(15) June (06)

PUMP SERIAL #:
Pump manufactured
2016 (16) October (10)

This provides a cleaner, clearer
swimming environment with
zero harmful by-products.
The total amount of chlorine
needed to maintain an adequate
level of residual sanitizer
reduces dramatically (a
minimum residual level of
chlorine should be maintained
at all times).
100% corrosion
resistant housing
with 360˚ direct
view lamp
indicating ring lets
you know the unit is on.
2-year limited warranty.

Providing the
right serial
number is
important in
expediting
warranty claims and tracking
manufacturing issues.

